
Ay 101 - Fall 2022

Hillenbrand

Problem Set 3

due Friday, 21 October, 2022

This week we are reinforcing some basic stellar physics and thinking about timescales
and energy sources.

1. More Hydrostatic Equilibrium and Virial Theorem Suppose that a star of mass
M and radius R has a density distribution ρ(r) = ρc(1−r/R), where ρc is the density at
the center of the star. Although this is not a particularly realistic density distribution,
for the purpose of doing an analytic calculation it works for us. For all parts below,
express your answers in terms of M and R.

a. Calculate ρc.

b. Calculate Mr, the mass interior to radius r.

c. Calculate the total gravitational binding energy of the star.

d. Using hydrostatic equilibrium, calculate the P (r), the pressure at radius r. You
may assume that P (r = R) = 0.

e. Assume that the material in the star is a monatomic ideal gas. Calculate the
total internal energy of the star from P (r), and show that the virial theorem is
satisfied.

2. Young Star Evolution. Pre-main sequence stars collapse quasi-statically, converting
gravitational potential energy into heat. One-half of this energy goes into heating the
stellar interior while one-half is radiated from the stellar surface. Consider the general
form for the gravitational potential energy

Ω = − 3

(5− n)

GM2

R

where n is the polytopic index, to be discussed later. In the constant density case
considered last week, n = 0.

a. Now consider n = 3/2 as is appropriate in the polytropic representation of a
fully convective star. The pre-main sequence star is descending (on a “Hayashi
track”) at roughly constant temperature in the H-R diagram. Show that its radius
decreases with time as R ∝ t−1/3.

b. How does the luminosity change with time?

c. How much smaller would the star be after one year, after one million years, and
after ten million years? Assume a mass of 1 M�, an initial radius of 3 R�, and
temperature Teff = 4500K.
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d. What is the corresponding change in luminosity over these same times?

e. (extra credit) After about ten million years the stellar interior becomes ra-
diatively stable and the star takes a left turn in the H-R diagram, continuing
to contract towards the main sequence (along a “Henyey track”) at roughly
constant luminosity. Now n = 3 describes describes the radiative energy transport
from the stellar interior to the surface (in reality only the inner regions are
radiative while the outer regions remain convective). Show that during this
phase, Teff ∝ R−5/8 and L ∝ R−1/2 are appropriate, i.e. both temperature
and luminosity are increasing as the star contracts over its next twenty million
years on approach to the main sequence.

3. Gamow Energy. let’s skip this and focus on the term project work

4. Basic Fusion Numbers. Find the classical distance of closest approach for two
protons with an energy of mutual approach 2 keV. Express your answer in terms of
rnuc. Estimate the probability that the protons penetrate the Coulomb barrier tending
to keep them apart.

5. Neutrinos. Assuming that the energy from the Sun’s luminosity is provided by the
conversion of 4H → He4 and that the neutrinos carry off only 3% of the energy
liberated, how many neutrinos are liberated each second from the Sun? What is the
solar neutrino flux at Earth? How many neutrinos pass per second pass through your
head?

6. Term Project. Continue the Ay101 Term Project, working on the “Weeks 4-5”
portion. This is due at the end of the term, but please try to make progress each week.

[for all assignments, please write near your name how many hours you spent on the set.]
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